
hidden
of Istriagems
An authentic local offer that will exceed your 
expectations, and we present it to you with 
special benefits!



About us and
our partners

Come as guests and meet us, we are sure you will return as dear friends.

IstriaLux is an agency made up of people with vast experience in the field of tour-

ism and great love for their region, which we want to present in an interesting and 

authentic way to our guests and future friends.

Every trip is motivated by the desire for a unique experience, and we enjoy it the 

most when we meet the expectations of our guests.

The name IstriaLux came as a combination of two words, Istria - the region we 

love, and Lux (light and luxury), with the word “luxury” not referring to something 

materially expensive, but a “luxurious” experience.

In order to provide a unique experience for our guests, we select only the best 

that Istria has to offer, top facilities and excellent hosts, the best local offers and 

attractions, everything we enjoy.

We especially love “hidden gems” and a personal approach that only locals can 

provide.

 

The experience of a destination in this way, where the host and guest establish a 

connection through exploration of the new area, is what fulfils both sides, and we 

are sure that this is the foundation of sustainable tourism.   

We personally stand behind each of our houses and hosts, recommended facilities 

and attractions, and guarantee top quality with our signature.



Our idea
IstriaLux, gives each of our guests a symbolic gift, IstriaLux Family Card. Upon arrival, come to our office and pick up what will 

become the first sign of our friendship.

Travel with 
IstriaLux

We will reveal “hidden 
gems” for you

At the best prices

A selected team of experts is at your
service with only one goal,
and that is to provide you with an 
unforgettable vacation.

With IstriaLux you will discover the 
“hidden gems” of the destination at the 
best prices, which are arranged with 
our partners.

All guests of IstriaLux have a special 
benefit with our partners in accordance 
with the slogan:
Come as a guest, return as a friend.

1. 2. 3.

Get 5% 
discount on 
future visits!



The most beautiful vacation 
houses in Istria 

www.istria-lux.com 
istrialux1@gmail.com 
Svetvinčenat 20
52342, Svetvinčenat

+385(0)914468079

Why travel with IstriaLux:

Safety and top quality guarantee 
All houses have been personally inspected and good hosts 
selected, to guarantee high quality accommodation and the 
best private board and lodging for each guest.

Full Service – By your side all of the way  
Team IstriaLux is at the disposal of all its guests from the 
moment of first contact, while planning the trip, as well as 
for the entire duration of your stay. You started the journey 
with us, and we are at your service all the way.

Discover the destination 
A selected team of experts is at your service with only one 
goal, and that is to provide you with an unforgettable 
vacation. With us, you will discover the “hidden gems” of the 
destination at the best prices, which are arranged with our 
partners.

5% discount on future visits
All our guests receive a 5% discount for each future reserva-
tion with any object in our portfolio in accordance with our 
slogan, come as a guest, come back as a friend.

-5%



Our partners
Meet our partners and 
friends

We personally stand behind each of 
our houses and hosts,
recommended facilities and 
attractions,
and guarantee
top quality with our signature.



Castle Sanc. Michael 
Theme park (suitable for adults, but for children especially)

Raponji 13, Svetvinčenat, 00385 989648527
Facebook: Medieval Theme Park Sanc. Michael, www.sanc-michael.com

Castle Sanc. Michael is a place where everyone can enjoy the 

fresh air and experience a touch of the Middle Ages.

San. Michael Castle is located on a beautiful property of 26,000 

square metres, just 3 km west of the village Svetvinčenat. It 

covers an area of 400 square metres and was built with wooden 

logs by the diligent hands of the Otočan family from Raponji.

The wooden castle is intended for all ages, and will especially 

entertain children. Exterior of Sanc Castle. Michael contains a 

fun maze, tree houses connected by a medieval bridge, a chil-

dren’s carousel, an overview of old crafts and the opportunity to 

enjoy the beautiful untouched nature and spend time with do-

mestic animals. To make a return to the Middle Ages complete, 

visitors can also enjoy delicious grilled dishes and drinks from 

indigenous clay pottery.

10% discount for IstriaLux guests

-10%



taste local

Hand-picked fruits of home-grown olives, nurtured by the sun, wind 

and rain are transformed into the extra virgin olive oil of the Latini 

family. 

Visit the family farm and taste the golden droplets of extra virgin 

olive oil along with other local products from local producers, such as 

prosciutto, cheese and wine.

The unique chequered shirt bottle design was used to tell a family 

story and attracted design awards worldwide, while the quality of 

olive oil was confirmed by numerous diplomas and positioning of our 

oil in FLOS OLEI, the guide to the best extra virgin olive oils in the 

world.

For all members with the IstriaLux card we offer:

Gratis – Latini mini box “Taste of friendship”

Latini 
Olive oil tasting along with other domestic products

LATINI taste local
Bankovići 48, Svetvinčenat, 00385914468083

www.facebook.com/latini.tastelocal, www.latini.hrGRATIS 
Latini 

mInI BOX



Castle
  Free Castle Escape game

Morosini Grimani Castle, Svetvinčenat 47, Svetvinčenat, 0038552384318
www.grimanicastle.com, www.facebook.com/morosinigrimanicastle

Situated in the heart of picturesque Svetvinčenat, this historic 

gem has been its symbol for centuries. It has served as a meeting 

point for soldiers, travel writers and merchants since the 13th 

century, and today it is an unavoidable spot for all curiosity 

seekers.

With its imposing appearance and great walls, it captures the 

attention of all passers-by, but the real magic is discovered only 

when you peek inside its walls. A multimedia exhibition with a 

handful of fun activities will introduce you to the world of the 

past, and the “Castle Escape” game will lead you to the mysteri-

ous knight’s secret message. 

For all those who want to relax and enjoy delicious flavours, the 

Morosini-Grimani castle offers a selection of products from 

local producers, including top wines, award-winning cheese and 

cured meat products.

Indulge in the charms of castle and experience the Middle Ages 

in full swing!

Every guest of IstriaLux with a purchased ticket for Grimani 

Castle has the right to a free Castle Escape game

Gratis 
Castle Escape 

game



Rent-a-Chef 
Rent a Chef – Private lunches and dinners – Tourist guide – Excursion organization – Transport services (van)

Ivan Vadinjof, 00385993579969

What makes Istria special is the combination of its history, natural 

beauty and gastronomy, all of the things that Rent-a-Chef offers as 

a unique experience. The food served is prepared exclusively with 

fresh ingredients from local producers but, in addition to cooking, 

the richness of Istrian cuisine is conveyed by showing each guest how 

to prepare a particular dish. Wines from Istrian winemakers will be 

paired with the meal, and since Rent-a-Chef is a licensed tourist, eno 

and gastro guide, the guest will be provided with a complete experi-

ence of Istria, its history, food, wine and olive oils.

10% discount for IstriaLux guests

-10%



Krnica boat excursions 
Private boat excursions

Krnica port; +385 98 857 536
www.krnicaboatexcursions.com; www.facebook.com/krnicaboatexcursions

If you want to spend an exceptional day on beautiful beaches full of fun, take a peek 

into amazing sea caves, or taste traditional Istrian cuisine, let Krnica Boat Excursions 

help you find all of this. 

An eleven-metre boat with a total of 350 HP will provide you with all the necessary 

comfort during the trip. The ship can accommodate up to 12 people, including the 

captain and a deckhand. 

In order to be able to explore the rich underwater world of the Kvarner submarine 

area, you will be provided with the necessary snorkelling equipment. Furthermore, a 

surprise visit to hidden beaches awaits you, as well as a tour of rural places with beau-

tiful, breathtaking views.

Istria is known for its cuisine, olive oil and quality wines. In the small fishing village of 

Trget you will have the opportunity to taste the local seafood and wines, as well as other 

specialties. If weather conditions allow, full day trips to the island of Cres will be orga-

nized, where you will be able to enjoy the beauty of the crystal clear sea at “Lubenice” 

beach and visit the famous “Blue Cave”. In the small fishing village of Martinšćica you 

will have the opportunity to enjoy local fish and meat specialties of the island.

A trip full of unique experiences will delight you to such an extent that you will defi-

nitely want to repeat it.

10% discount for IstriaLux guests

The offer includes:

•	 full day excursions 

•	 half-day excursions 

•	 sunset trips

Possibility to organize:

•	 birthday parties

•	 engagement celebrations

•	 marriage anniversary 

celebrations

•	 team building, etc.

-10%



The Kingdom of Feštini
“Kingdom of Feštini”; cave sightseeing; mini bar and parking; a green meadow for play and 

entertainment, wooden sculptures and a mini farm
Kingdom of Feštini; Feštini, Žminj

00385915616327;  Facebook: The Kingdom of Feštini cave

In the heart of Istria, near the village of Feštini and not far from Žminj, 

the Kingdom of Feštini cave stands out with its natural beauty. 

We offer all lovers of nature and its beauty a trip to the magical under-

ground world that lasts for about twenty minutes. Explore the beauty 

and power of nature with a kind guide and indulge in the sounds of 

drops that have formed underground jewellery-like formations since 

the beginning of time.

You will be amazed by the beauty of various shapes and colours of sta-

lagmites known as “wizard’s hat”, “the tower of Babylon”, “bat’s wings”, 

which are oddly covered by a branch of the vine roots that are fed with 

water from the cave bottom. 

Visitors outside the cave have at their disposal a landscape of 7000 m2 

where they can find a children’s park with wooden sculptures, a mini 

farm with domestic animals, a bar and a souvenir shop.

10% discount is granted to guests of IstriaLux.

-10%



Istra Adventure
 Quad safari; Buggy safari; Family buggy tour; Jet ski safari; Kayaksafari

 Istra Adventure; Draguzeti 32, Barban; 00385914761111
www.istra-adventure.com; Facebook.com/Istraadventure

Whichever part of the world you decide to visit, you will surely 

find at least one place with an unforgettable view that simply 

leaves you breathless, including beautiful Istria with the profes-

sional organization of QUAD-BUGGY-KAYAK-JET SKI SAFARI 

arrangements.

Istra adventure offers a unique adventure experience located 

close to Barban, in the village of Draguzeti, with a professional 

year-round organization of QUAD-KAYAK-BUGGY-JET SKI ad-

ventures with off-road vehicles and boats led by expert guides, 

while also being the leading agency of this type in Croatia. 

More than 15,000 satisfied guests is real proof that this place 

is ideal for visits with family, friends, business partners and 

colleagues. All off road programs start from Draguzeti, while the 

water sports are located in Rakalj

Experience an unforgettable SEA or OFF ROAD adventure, ex-

plore untouched nature and discover the exceptional beauty that 

the eastern coast of Istria offers. 

10% discount for IstriaLux guests on all services

The online shopping discount code for IstriaLux guests is:  

E5A2E1 

-10%
PROMO CODE

E5A2E1



Glavani

Glavani Adrenaline Park is an adventurous place located in the middle 

of beautiful, secluded and peaceful nature, not far from Barban. It is 

an ideal place to escape from stress, daily problems, and everyone, 

from the youngest to the oldest, can enjoy it.

It is the largest adrenaline theme park with the only human catapult 

in Croatia, it contains the highest and most attractive swing and 

an incredible 20 metres high “Quick jump”, as well as a total of 600 

metres of zip line tracks. 

Visitors who are not adrenaline lovers can visit a small animal farm in 

the park, relax in a hammock with coffee, refreshing drinks and ice 

cream, or take a 3-kilometre-long hiking trail. It is also possible to 

order grilled dishes or pizza from a nearby restaurant.

The Adrenaline Park was officially tested by an Austrian inspector 

with the highest EU qualifications and has successfully passed the 

criteria of the European Standard for Adrenaline Parks. 

Working hours throughout the year extend from 9 AM to 5 PM, in the 

winter months it is desirable to send an inquiry and announce the 

visit by email. 

10% discount for IstriaLux guests on all visitor attractions.

Park 
Family Adrenaline Park; A great place to “be”

A place for everyone, even for those who do not consider themselves adrenaline junkies.
Glavani Park; Glavani 10; 0038598224314; 00385918964525

www.glavanipark.com; www.facebook.com/family.adventure.park.istria.croatia

-10%



Adrenalin park Kringa
Adrenalin Park Kringa (adrenaline park, field riding, fast food within the park)

Adrenalin park Kringa, Kmačići 22c, Tinjan
00385917849934; 00385915924189

www.kringapark.com, Facebook: Adrenalin park Kringa, Instagram: adrenalinpark_kringa

Kringa Adrenaline Park is located on an area of two hectares of 

beautiful and untouched nature. In this peaceful oasis you can enjoy 

a vacation, but with a dose of adrenaline including a small trail at 1.5 

to 2 m height or a large one at 5 or 6 m height. For true adrenaline 

lovers, there are also zip lines and a large swing. In the Kringa Adren-

aline Park, every family member will find something for themselves, 

because there is also a children’s quad and horseback riding, which 

makes the offer adapted to all ages. Within the park there is a small 

fast food where all guests can relax and have a snack while enjoying 

nature. 

However, the park also takes care of each guest’s safety, so it uses the 

Swiss security system, the Saferoller system, which is currently the 

best and safest on the market. In addition, the instructors have un-

dergone training for technical instructors in adrenaline parks as well 

as training for the position of an adventure activities in nature guide.

We give a 10% discount for all your guests.

-10%



Kayak Centre 
Rental of bicycles and kayaks, and conduction of bicycle and kayak tours. 

Kayak Centar Pula, Facchinettijeva 49, Pula
00385914150150; 00385915260180

www.kayakcentarpula.com, Facebook: Kayak Centar Pula

“Kayak Centar Pula” has been a family-run business for many years, 

and its main aim is to introduce tourists to all the beauty of nature 

and historical sights of the landscape in which we grew up.

“Kayak Centar Pula” deals with renting sports equipment and leading 

family sports tours. The guides are licensed and have finished a 

variety of courses, and it is up to the guest to just relax and enjoy the 

beauty of the scenery and tour. All tours are documented with photos 

taken by the guide so that the participants can keep these wonderful 

holiday memories.

15% discount for IstriaLux guests on all services and bike rental

Pula

-15%



WinesMatoševic
Wine Cellar Escape – Adventure Tasting

Vina Matošević, Krunčići 2, Sveti Lovreč, 0038552448558
www.matosevic.com, www.facebook.com/vina.matosevic

Take a peek into the basement of the Matošević family and indulge in the charms of the 

Istrian soil. Wine Cellar Escape is an educational, mysterious and fun guided wine tour 

that will delight all lovers of enigmas and wine varieties. 

The wine adventure is designed for a team of 2–5 people that begins with a story about a 

winery where guests must listen carefully and pay attention to the details of the winery’s 

history that will be necessary for them to solve tasks. After visiting the basement, the first 

tasks follow, collecting items, games and prizes for those who successfully find a solution 

and a way out.

People are looking for an experience, and is there a better way to get to know the Istrian 

wine scene than through this atypical tasting with an entertaining character.  

•	 The game is designed for a team of 2 to 5 people.

•	 Duration 1.5 h.

•	 The game consists of an introduction, a tour of the winery, tastings and assign-

ments.

•	 The most fun way to taste wine.

•	 Level: beginner and expert.

•	 An adventurous tasting experience.

•	 A reward for those most successful. 

10% discount for the adventurous “Wine Cellar Escape” tasting

-10%

´



The dairy

Quality and tradition are the foundations on which 

Latus Dairy rests and on which it does not compro-

mise. The dairy has its own tasting room as well as a 

shop with its own products, where all lovers of cheese 

and dairy products will find something perfect for 

themselves. Through group and individual tastings, 

you will get to know central Istria, its present and 

past.

Latus Dairy cows are waiting for all young and adult 

lovers of milk, cheese and dairy products.

Cheese tastings are from 8 AM to 2 PM

The minimum number is 4 people

IstriaLux guests have a 10% discount on the tasting

Latus 
The Latus Dairy offers group and individual cheese tastings in its tasting room. Within the Latus Dairy there is also a 

shop with self-produced products.
Mljekara Latus d.o.o., G.Orbanići 12/D, 0038552846215

www.mljekaralatus.hr/hr, Facebook: Latus Dairy

-10%



Chiavalon Extra Virgin Olive Oil Experience
OPG Chiavalon, Ulica Salvela 50, Vodnjan, 0038598441561

www.chiavalon.hr; visit@chiavalon.hr
www.facebook.com/ChiavalonExtraVirginOliveOil

The family farm OPG Chiavalon specializes in the production of high 

quality organic extra virgin olive oil.  OPG Chiavalon offers different 

types of tours through which it is possible to get a better insight into the 

world of olive oil, but also to learn the story of the family, their history 

and philosophy. They will tell you how they started as olive oil produc-

ers and how olive oil has greatly influenced not only the family, but the 

whole region since the Roman Empire.

A walk through the olive grove will take you through all the stages of 

extra virgin olive oil production. During the expertly guided tasting, in 

a specialized tasting room in the heart of the new oil mill, you will learn 

how to recognize the properties of premium, natural extra virgin olive 

oil and how to recognize it on the market.

However, in addition to olive oil, OPG Chiavalon also produces several 

types of organic cereals and vegetables.  

10% discount for guests of IstriaLux.

OPG Chiavalon

-10%



Vorichi
Tavern

Vorichi, Orihi bb, Orihi, Barban, 00385992294300
vorichi.com, Facebook: Vorichi 

The Vorichi tavern is a family business where exclusively local 

ingredients are presented in an innovative and characteristic way. 

Each dish ingredient is carefully selected and is a product of a local 

producer who is personally known, so you can often find up to ten 

products from different family farms on the plate, each of them being 

a supplier, but also a friend. We are guided by the same principle 

when it comes to wines and olive oil, which are carefully selected and 

presented to each guest. Our wish is that guests who visit the Vorichi 

tavern feel Istria through an eno-gastronomic story that goes deep 

into our history, all with a beautiful view of a century-old vineyard in 

the peace of an Istrian village surrounded by greenery. 

For IstriaLux guests

Children – Free dessert

Adults – Free welcome drink (rakija)

Special
offer



Istransfers
ISTRAnSFERS Personalized Transport Service

Baderna 35, Baderna, 00385989970957
www.istransfers.com, Facebook: Istransfers

Istransfers stands at your disposal, so that you may fully indulge in 

the easy-going Istrian lifestyle. A reliable vehicle, a professional driv-

er with knowledge of foreign languages and previous experience with 

guests, as well as top-quality fully equipped Mercedes V class vans, 

will ensure that you enjoy a safe ride and a pleasant journey to your 

chosen destination. Indulge in our driving services with guaranteed 

quality and enjoy the breathtaking Istrian panoramas.

10% discount for IstriaLux guests.

-10%



tartufi

Searching for the hidden treasures of the Motovun forest, we have 
been passing on and nurturing the secret rituals of truffle hunting for 
six generations.
TASTING ROOM - SHOP
Take part in our presentational-educational degustations that will 
provide you with an unforgettable experience.
TRUFFLE HUNTING
You can go truffle hunting with our hosts, family members and one of 
their six sniffer dogs. On this adventure, you will pass through thick 
bushes and immerse yourself in the secrets of the Buzet forests and 
truffle hunting, up until the moment when you find one and pick it 
from the ground.
TRUFFLE PICNIC
Enjoy fine istrian delicacies with the marmor of a stream, under an 
oak canopy, on soft grass, souranded by bird songs.
TRUFFLE PICNIC & CHEERS WITH YOU
Treat yourself to a relaxed and authentic gourmet experience in our 
truffle park. Tasting of istrian olive oils, croatian wines with delicious 
truffle canapes guided by a professional somellier Mrs. Nedeljka 
Krupljan.

10% discount for guests of IstriaLux.

Natura 
Tasting of truffles and products with truffles, Truffle hunting, Truffle picnic, Truffle picnic & Cheers with you

NATURA TARTUFI, SRNEGLA 21, 52420 BUZET

+385 98 433 387; daniela.puh@pietroandpietro.com, www.pietroandpietro.com 

https://www.facebook.com/natura.tartufi/, https://www.instagram.com/pietro_and_pietro/ 

-10%



OPG Kumparička
Tasting (tasting of organic cheeses at the farm), Dinner (dinner on the farm with local dishes)

Grazing with goats (active and educational goat grazing tour that includes tasting)

Cokuni 25, 52208 Krnica, 0997971884/st.kumparicka@gmail.com

www.kumparicka.com, FB: Kumparicka IG:@kumparicka/@kumparicka_table

Visit Kumparička and find out why the goat is 
the symbol of Istria!

The largest goat farm on the peninsula is 
the place where organic goat cheese of the 
highest quality, known throughout Europe 
and beyond, is produced.

Get to know the beauty of the Istrian land-
scape where our 300 goats graze and taste the 
variety of flavors of our cheeses.

Join us at Kumparička and experience an 
unforgettable stay and satisfy all your senses!

Visit us for a cheese tasting and learn all 
about our organic goat cheese production, 
taste our extraordinary fresh and mature 
cheeses paired with our favourite local wines!

For all members of the Istrialux card, we offer 
10% discount on the tasting of organic fresh 
and mature cheeses with other local products 
and wine.

-10%



Cheers with you by 
The experience Cheers with you includes a tasting of six fantastic wines through pairing with 

traditional Croatian finger food-a from famous restaurant Konoba nono.

+385 98 925  8221, @nkcheerswithyou

Cheers with you comes wherever you are, even on vacation.

The only thing that matters is that you love wine and good food, 

everything else is our concern. 

We come with our wines, olive oils, canapés and our wine map, in 

order to let you know where we are traveling during the journey. 

The experience begins with a tasting of extra virgin olive oil, a must 

try if you are in the Istrian region.

It continues with six fantastic wines that, through pairing with 

traditional Croatian ingredients, will bring you into the heart of this 

fantastic land.

Embark on this unique and charming journey with Cheers with you.

I am Nedeljka Krupljan, wine and olive oil sommelier.

A few years ago, I decided to follow the path of wine professionals, 

where I learned and developed a lot with the help of my mentor Filip 

Savić. My career began in renowned restaurants, one of them is Noel, 

the only restaurant in Zagreb with a Michelin star. With this project, I 

want to present Croatian wines of autochthonous varieties, through a 

taste journey that I am sure will enchant you.

Cheers with you is a unique experience that will make you enjoy and 

at the same time learn about the finest wines of our country.

IstriaLux guests have a 10% discount on the tasting.

-10%

Nedeljka Krupljan 



Watersports Rovinj
Boat and speedboat rental, jet ski, banana boat, UFO, wibit, paddle boats and sups, submarine trip

WATERSPORTS ROVINJ, Veštar 1, Rovinj, +385 99 8132 550

https://www.facebook.com/watersportsrv/, https://www.instagram.com/watersports.rovinj/

Watersports Rovinj offers the best entertain-

ment for kids and adults at three locations in 

Rovinj - Camp Veštar, Amarin and the center 

of Rovinj. Rent a boat or a speedboat, explore 

the Istrian coast and find hidden beaches. 

You can complete a summer day on the beach 

by renting sup, pedal boats, jet skis or try 

a banana or UFO ride. On the beach, fun is 

guaranteed with wibit, and the best memories 

can be experienced on a submarine trip and a 

view under the Adriatic Sea.

We give a 10% discount for all your guests.

-10%



We have
the key

to unforgettable 
experiences in Istria


